The selection of factor levels in the second and third stages also depends on the strategy used in assigning random number streams to the stochastic components of the simulation model. We investigate three assignment methods (independent streams, common streams, and the assignment rule blocking strategy), and we develop sequential design plans for each strategy.
first stage of experimentation involves the use of a fractional two-level factorial design augmented with replicated center points. Information obtained from this experimental design is used to estimate the "optimal" location of the factorial design points for the second stage of experimentation.
Two types of performance criteria are considered in the specification of the factor settings: (1) integrated mean squared error of the predicted response variable, and (2) integrated mean squared error of the response function slopes.
Additional data is collected in the second stage using a different fraction of the t we-level factorial design.
If quadratic curvature is indicated, a third stage of experimentation is performed to collect data for the axial portion of a central composite design. Two performance criteria are considered in the specification of the optimal azial levels: (1) integrated variance error of the predicted response variable, and (2) integrated variance error of the response function slopes.
The selection of factor levels in the second and third stages also depends on the strategy used in assigning random number streams to the stochastic components of the simulation model. We investigate three assignment methods (independent streams, common streams, and the assignment rule blocking strategy), and we develop sequential design plans for each strategy. ied by Donohue, Houck and Myers (1992a, 1992b) using two integrated mean squared error performance criteria (MSE of the predicted response and MSE of the response function slopes). These authors considered both first-and second-order experimental designs and assumed that the predicted response could be biased due to misspecification of the metamodel.
Additionally, these authors extended the original formulations of the CR and AR strategies by accommodating both replicated center runs and three-block designs through the use of independent stream sets.
Results of their research indicated a preference for the AR strategy even when independent stream sets were used to replicate center runs and/or generate design points in a third block.
Research has also been conducted to address the statistical analysis issues associated with the CR and AR strategies.
Due to the correlation that is induced between responses generated using these strategies, standard statistical procedures that assume independent responses cannot be used. Joshi and Tew (1992) The simulation metamodel representing the relationship between the response variable and the k controllable input factors can be written as
where Y and e are N-dimensional column vectors of the response observations and random errors, respectively,~is a pi-dimensional column vector of model coefficients, X is an N x pi matrix of the regressor terms in the metamodel, and pi (i = 1,2) is the number of parameters in a response surface metamodel of order i. In the case of a first-order metamodel, which includes an intercept term and k linear terms,
terms, yielding pZ = 1 + 2k + ! . We assume that the expected value and dispersion matrix of the vector of random errors are E(c) = O and cov(e) = Z, with X positive definite, var(cu) = U2 and COV(CU, cU) = PU" U2, where p"" is the correlation between CUand f", (u, v = 1, . . . . N). Under these assumptions, the covariance matrix of the response vector becomes COV(Y) = Z. Additionally, the hypothesis tests for lack-of-fit to the assumed metamodel require the usual assumption of normally distributed q. The homogeneity of variance assumption is consistent with the previous research discussed in~2, however, in situations where the assumption is not valid, we suggest that an appropriate variance stabilizing transformation be applied to the response data (see Box and Draper 1987, pp. 283-291 
The GLS estimator has the disadvantage of being dependent on the covariance structure of the response observations, and the estimation of 22 requires replicat ion of the design points. However, the dispersion matrices of both the OLS and GLS estimators in (4), (7), in the second stage. The design matrix for the second stage, D2, is a different fraction of the factorial design, and the levels of the input variables are located at &g. The combined design plan of the first two stages is a first-order experimental design that minimizes the estimated value of J or J* through an appropriate e choice of the factor level g. Utilizing information from the fitted first-order met amodel, a statistical test for quadratic lack-of-fit is performed. If a second-order metamodel is needed to adequately describe the response surface, then a third stage is performed in which the factorial design is augmented with D3, the axial portion of a central composite design. The value of a is selected so as to minimize V in (6), or V" in (8), of a second-order metamodel.
The combined design plan, utilizing all three stages, is a Min-V/Min-J or Min-V* /Min-J* experiment al design.
Pilot Study
For all three assignment strategies, a pilot study should be performed to check for violations of the normality and homogeneity y of variance assumptions.
We recommend that the pilot study consist of the n fractional factorial design points used in the first stage of the sequential design procedure.
(For example, n = 4 for the design in Table 1 (1981) can be used. If the homogeneity y of variance assumption is violated, then the experimenter should use an appropriate "variance-stabilizing" transformation (see Box and Draper 1987, p. 283) .
For the CR and AR strategies, the pilot study is also used to check for violations of the assumed covariance structure in (10) If the assumed covariance structure appears to be incorrect, then the experiment er should carefully check the simulation program for proper synchronization of the random number streams (see Law and Kelton 1991, p. 619) .
When the experimenter has taken the necessary steps to achieve proper synchronization, yet the assumed covariance structure under the CR or AR strategy appears to be incorrect, we recommend that the IR strategy be used.
For experimenters using the CR or AR strategy, estimates of the induced correlation magnitudes are needed for computations performed in stages one and Using the z-transformation, the estimate of p+ for the CR st rategy becomes /i+ = (ezZ -1)/(e2Z + 1), where z is the average of the n(n -1)/2 z-transformations of the pairwise correlations in a pilot study of n design points. The estimates,~+ and~., for the AR strategy are similarly computed, using n(n -2)/4 positive correlations and n2/4 negative correlations. Rao (1973, p. 434 ) also provides a useful statistical test for the homogeneity y of a set of correlation coefficients.
We recommend that this test be performed on the set of correlations used to compute~+ and j_, Equation (4) indicates that when the metamodel parameters are estimated using GLS, an estimate of 22 is also required. Since the pilot study only replicates design points in the first stage of the three-stage experiment al design, we cannot estimate X for the entire experimental design unless we assume that the structure of Z will be the same in each stage. Empirical results of the research studies noted in $2 indicate that this assumption appears to be reasonable. herefore~we suggest that the experimenter compute 27CR and~.4~using equations (10) and (11), replacing p+, p., and U2 with their estimators~+, @_, and 82. In following section, we provide an appropriate e estimator of U2 using response data collected from the center points in the first stage of the design.
First Stage
The purpose of the first stage of the sequential design procedure is to estimate the quadratic bias parameter needed for minimization of J in (5) or J* in (7). A fractional t we-level factorial design, augmented with replicated center runs, is used in this stage (see the design mat rix 121 in Table 1 ). The center runs use independent random number streams for all three strategies, but the factorial points use a common set of streams for the CR and AR st rategies. For the AR strategy, this fractional factorial design is one of two orthogonal blocks (the second block is the design used in stage two). Box and Draper (1987, pp. 72, 189) , Khuri and Cornell (1987, p. 167), and Myers (1976, p. 116) (12) where N~is the total number of factorial design points and N2 is the total number of design points in the combined design for stages one and two. (For example, N. = 8 and N2 = 11 for the design in Table 1 .)
The optimal value of~2, denoted J;, is "as large as possible" for a Min-J* design. For a cuboidal region in the coded design variables, we specify y=l for a Min-J* design.
The optimal value of A (O <~< 1) for a Min-J de- (12) for the optimal level of the factorial design points in the second stage, (14) In some instances, additional center runs are needed in stage two in order to achieve the optimal value of gt in (14). Inserting the optimal value of J3 into equation (15) and solving for a, we find that the optimal level of the axial design points for third stage is
In some instances additional center runs are needed to achieve the optimal value of at in stage three.
Optional Third Stage
The 
